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Manipulating coincident charge and spin order with pressure and field in a doped manganite
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The onset of charge order occurs simultaneously with the transition from ferromagnetic metal to antiferro-
magnetic insulator in Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3. The application of hydrostatic pressuresP>15 kbar removes the de-
generacy, as recorded in both the electrical resistivity and the magnetic susceptibility. The charge-ordered state
moves swiftly to higher temperature with increasing pressure at the expense of the ferromagnetic charge liquid,
dominating the energetics. An applied magnetic fieldH suppresses both the pressure-split charge order and the
antiferromagnetism, but charge order preferentially, so byH52 T the two transitions are reunited. Finally,
depinning domains of charge order with electric field deep in the antiferromagnetic insulator permits us to
monitor pressure-induced changes in the charge~poly!crystal.
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The perovskite manganites harbor an assortment of c
peting instabilities. It is their magnetic-field driven meta
insulator transition that provides the colossal magnetore
tance of prominent note,1 but charge localization is only th
first part of the story. Ferromagnetic and antiferromagne
transitions, orbital order, charge crystallization, and str
tural distortions all can arise in close vicinity to the met
insulator transition.2 The competition between differen
states manifests itself in rich and varied phase diagra
across the mixed-valent manganite spectrum and in a
dency toward microphase separation.3

At 50% hole density, the interplay between the char
spin, orbital, and structural degrees of freedom can be
ticularly complex.4,5 In Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3, there is a first-order
transition with decreasing temperature from ferromagn
charge liquid to charge ordered, antiferromagnetic insula
Upon the application of magnetic field, the metal-insula
transition can be driven to zero temperature, with a dra
expansion of the hysteresis width.6 The fundamental origin
of the charge ordering and its relationship to the accom
nying magnetic and strain relieving transitions—which is t
horse and which is the cart—is not known.7

Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 belongs to the broader class of materia
with competing order parameters. Most notable are the he
fermion compounds with linked magnetic and supercondu
ing order. Theoretical descriptions of the multiple superc
ducting transitions in UPt3 and (U, Th!Be13 have been aided
by the ability to manipulate the occurrence and number
phases using field, stress, and pressure.8 We apply this ex-
perimental approach to the coincident antiferromagne
ferromagnetic, charge order/disorder transitions
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3. We split the two transitions with hydro
static pressure, and find that the charge ordered state is
mally more robust. A magnetic field can merge the tran
tions once again, but affects the spin and charge instabil
in a different manner from pressure.

Twinned single crystals of Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 were melt
grown in oxygen at 2 bars using a floating zone arc ima
furnace equipped with double hemiellipsoidal mirrors,9 and
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subsequently annealed in flowing oxygen. Samples of typ
dimensions (43131) mm3 were cut from a many-cm-long
boule and electrical contacts were attached using silver p
covered by silver epoxy for structural stability. Crystals c
from all parts of the boule exhibited sharp, ambient press
transitions from paramagnetic metal to ferromagnetic me
at TC525461 K and from ferromagnetic metal to antiferro
magnetic insulator atTMI515961 K. The fact that the re-
sistivity at ambient pressure in the metal is as low as pre
ously reported data6 and even higher after the transition in
the insulator testifies to the superior quality of the crysta
We applied hydrostatic pressuresP up to 21 kbar using a
BeCu piston-anvil self-locking pressure clamp with a W
insert. The sample with four electrical leads and a second
coil wrapped around it for simultaneous measurements of
magnetic susceptibility, as well as a piece of high-purity
for use as a manometer, were sealed in the Teflon bu
using Fluorinert as the pressure medium. The pressure
with a primary coil wrapped around it was then mounted in
helium cryostat centered in an 8-T superconducting mag
Ohmic and frequency-independent measurements of the
sistivity r(T,P,H) were obtained using a standard lock-
technique. We characterized the charge ordered state thr
its nonlinear response at liquid-helium temperature, us
square-wave excitation to prevent rounding at the thresh
electric field for non-OhmicityEth . Although r(T54.2 K)
changed by orders of magnitude withP, Eth changed rela-
tively little, indicating that the nonlinearI -V characteristic
cannot be attributed toI 2R heating.

The primary effect of pressuresP,15 kbar is to depress
the metal-insulator transition temperature.10 We plot in Figs.
1~a! and 1~b! the electrical resistivityr(T) and the magnetic
susceptibilityx(T) on cooling atP510 kbar. The sharp rise
in the resistivity of more than three orders of magnitude
T515561 K marks the transition into the insulating state.
is accompanied by an equally sharp drop in the suscept
ity, indicating the bulk nature of both signatures. A narro
cusp inx(T) and a subtle inflection inr(T) designate the
transition from paramagnetic metal to ferromagnetic meta
TC525661 K.
©2001 The American Physical Society16-1
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The sharp drop inx at T5155.560.5 K rides on a more
gradual reduction in the susceptibility over an extended te
perature range. Neutron-scattering, magnetic-susceptib
and electron-diffraction measurements of the related pe
skite manganite (Bi, Ca!MnO3 show that the sharp drop i
x(T) is associated with the actual charge ordering transit

FIG. 1. ~a! Electrical resistivityr and~b! magnetic susceptibility
x as temperatureT is decreased at pressureP510 kbar. The inflec-
tion in r and cusp inx at TC5256 K marks the transition form
paramagnetic to ferromagnetic metal; the sharp rise inr at TMI

5155 K marks the transition into the antiferromagnetic insulat
with charge order signaled by the sharp drop inx. ~c! Deep in the
insulator, the nonlinear behavior of the resistivity above a thresh
electric fieldEth;0.06 V/cm can be attributed to sliding domains
charge order of many microns extent~see text!.
09441
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while the further reduction in the magnetic susceptibility r
sults from the replacement of ferromagnetic spin fluctuatio
by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations.11 Deep in the antifer-
romagnetic insulator, it is possible to study the extent
charge order through the electric-field dependence of the
sistivity @Fig. 1~c!#. AboveEth;0.06 V/cm~corresponding to
a power level;10210W!, there is an increase in the condu
tivity that we attribute to depinned, sliding regions of char
order. By analogy to charge-density wave systems, we
estimate the correlation lengthj of the charge order fromEth
in the limit of weak pinning:12 Eth'A(K/rRo)(Ro /j)2,
whereA is a constant of order unity and the shear modu
K;e2Ro

24«`
21. Here,Ro is the lattice spacing of the elec

tron order,kF
21'11 Å, and «`;10 is the high-frequency

dielectric constant. TakingA51, we find j'4.5mm, indi-
cating consistent charge order over thousands of lattice s
ings.

,

ld

FIG. 2. ~Color! PressuresP>15 kbar can split the coinciden
antiferromagnetic insulator and charge order transitions.

FIG. 3. ~Color! Resistivityr and susceptibilityx on both cool-
ing ~blue! and warming~red! at P518 kbar. The pronounced dro
in x(T), signaling charge order, tracks the upper transition inr(T)
~dotted lines!. Dx is x(T) less its background linear temperatu
variation for 75,T,225 K.
6-2
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MANIPULATING COINCIDENT CHARGE AND SPIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 094416
At pressuresP>15 kbars, the coincident charge and sp
transitions split apart. We illustrate this process in Fig.
The ferromagnetic metal remains essentially undisturbed,
the rise inr(T) now occurs in two unequal episodes th
separate with increasingP. The initial, smaller, and broade
rise moves to higherT as P is ratcheted up from 15 to 21
kbars, while the sharp transition into the insulator continu
to be depressed in temperature. The magnetic susceptib
permits the identification of the phases. We superpose in
3 r(T) and Dx(T) for both cooling and warming atP
518 kbar. For the sake of clear comparison, we have s
tracted the smooth, linear depression inx(T) for 75,T
,225 K @cf. Fig. 1~b!# to obtain Dx(T). The pronounced
drop in the susceptibility, shown to result from the charg
ordering transition, tracks the upper feature inr(T) ~dotted
lines!. Hence pressure forces the antiferromagnetic transi
below the charge ordering transition in Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3, akin
to the phase sequence observed in ambient pres
La12xCaxMnO3 for x.0.5.13

The fact that charge order encroaches on the h
temperature ferromagnetic state is consistent with the un
lying transport mechanism: ferromagnetic double excha
and its associated metallic conduction should diminish
charge orders. Differential volume effects in Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3
also support adTCO/dP.0. High-resolution crystallo-
graphic data indicate that the volume of the charge orde
phase is a few hundredths of a percent smaller than tha
the ferromagnetic phase.14,15

An applied fieldH;14 T will reduce theP50 metal-
insulator transition temperature to zero.16 We demonstrate in
Fig. 4 that increasing the magnetic field atP518 kbar lowers
both the charge ordering and antiferromagnetic transi
temperatures, but in such a way that they merge byH
52 T. The pressure-split charge order, withdTCO/dH
;16 K/T for 0,H,2 T, is four times more sensitive t
field than the antiferromagnetic transition with slo
dTAF /dH;4 K/T. It is TAF(H), however, that appears to s
the scale for the further evolution of the reunited charge
spin transitions:dTMI /dH;5 K/T for 2,H,8 T.

We summarize our pressure and magnetic field result

FIG. 4. A magnetic fieldH,2 T can merge the pressure-sp
charge and spin transitions atP518 kbar.
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the phase diagrams of Fig. 5. A charge order transition in
venes between ferromagnetic metal and antiferromagnetic
sulator. This charge ordered state is very robust, mov
quickly to higherT with increasingP; by 21 kbar, the two
transitions are 64 K apart. By contrast, magnetic field s
presses both the charge crystallization and
antiferromagnetism.17 The 32 K difference between the tran
sitions atP518 kbar is wiped out byH52 T because of the
asymmetric interaction ofH with TCO andTAF .

The different ground states in Nd12xSrxMnO3 also can be
manipulated by varying pressure chemically, e.g., by vary
the effective cation radius via substitution of a larger ra
earth ion like La. Above a critical La doping, there is
crossover from the charge-exchange~CE!-type antiferromag-
netic phase to theA-type antiferromagnetic phase,10 with

FIG. 5. Phase diagrams on cooling in pressureP and magnetic
field H for Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3. Pressure stabilizes charge order up
high temperatureT, while depressing antiferromagnetism. Magne
field drives both transitions to lowerT, but charge order more
quickly, until they merge once again. FM5ferromagnetic metal;
CO5charge order; AFI5antiferromagnetic insulator.
6-3
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both phases coexisting14 for x50.51. This raises the questio
as to whether the two features that we observe in the re
tivity for Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 indicate transitions under coolin
to the two different antiferromagnetic phases. Such a cha
terization can be ruled out by the magnetic-field depende
of the two transitions. Moritomoet al.10 report that the lower
temperature~CE-type! phase is suppressed more by fie
than the higher temperature~A-type! antiferromagnetic
phase. By contrast, we find that the higher temperature t
sition is far more sensitive toH @Figs. 4 and 5~b!#. Finally,
we note that doping with La changes the Curie tempera
(TC) by as much as 60 K, whileTC changes by less than 5 K
for external pressuresP up to 21 kbar. Thus the effects o
chemical and applied pressure are not identical, and as s
prevent a direct analogy between the phase diagrams re
ing from the two approaches.

Applied pressure also modifies electrical transport in

FIG. 6. Variation with pressureP of the threshold fieldEth for
depinning the charge order~filled circles! and the slope of the non
linear responseb ~open circles! at T54.2 K.
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low-temperature insulator, where the charge ordering gap
opened fully.18 The threshold electric field to depin th
charge ordered domains is little affected forP,18 kbar,
with a moderate rise by our highest pressures~Fig. 6!. This
corresponds to a reduction in the correlation length fromj
'4.5mm to j'2.5mm. Above Eth , where the sliding
charge condensate contributes to the conductivitys, we fit
the percent change ins to a linear dependence onE:Ds/s
5a2bE. From the variation ofb in Fig. 6, we conclude tha
the fraction ofs that can be attributed to the charge order
condensate~as well as the value ofs itself! steadily decrease
for 10<P<21 kbar. Any quantitative treatment of the rat
of the nonlinear to the linear conductivity, however, mu
involve a detailed understanding of the relaxation mec
nisms of the different conduction processes present.

In conclusion, we have shown that hydrostatic press
has the ability to disrupt the careful balance between s
and charge order in a doped perovskite manganite at 5
hole density. The charge ordered state in Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3
dominates the energetics, with a transition temperature
increases 23% byP521 kbar. Concomitantly, the antiferro
magnetic transition temperature falls 19%. Magnetic fie
couples preferentially to the pressure split charge orde
state, and byH52 T the transitions merge and balance
restored. The variation ofTCO and TAF with P, H, and T
should fix parameters and restrict possible phase diagram
Landau-type theories of competing instabilities with~nearly!
degenerate energetics.19
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